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Abstract
The current widespread use of convolutional neural networks for detection and segmen-

tation tasks from images has significant applications in the medical field, where tasks
often laboriously done by researchers can be replaced by automated systems. One such
task is segmenting cells or nuclei from microscopy images into separate instances to allow
counting, quantitative analysis of their structure, and tracking through time, all of which
carry vital information of the system under observation. Performing this segmentation
task manually requires expert level knowledge and quickly becomes time consuming
as the number of microscopy images to be segmented grows. Automated segmentation
methods can reach acceptable levels in quality and process images quickly, and they are
widely used for the task.

Most tools available for researchers at the moment rely on classical computer vision
methods. However, modern neural network models should outperform these approaches
in most tasks, including object detection and instance segmentation. The task of nuclei
segmentation is both an important and in some ways ideal task for modern computer
vision methods, e.g. convolutional neural networks, as these methods can reach expert-
level quality with sufficient training data and are able to process hundreds of images
quickly. While recent developments in theory and open-source software have made these
tools easier to implement, expert knowledge is still required to choose the right model
architecture and training setup.

Two popular segmentation frameworks, U-Net and Mask-RCNN, are compared in the
nuclei segmentation task to find that they have different strengths and shortcomings. U-
net, an U-shaped convolutional neural network architecture, achieved good segmentation
quality but struggled with detection performance. Mask-RCNN, a current state-of-the-
art segmentation architecture for natural images, was found to have good detection
performance, but lacked in segmentation accuracy. To get the best of both worlds, an
ensemble model was developed to combine their predictions that outperformed both models
by a large margin and should be considered when aiming for best nuclei segmentation
performance.

Keywords computer vision, convolutional neural networks, instance segmentation,
biomedical imaging
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Tiivistelmä
Nykyisten konvoluutioverkkomallien käytöllä objektien tunnistus- ja segmentointiteh-

tävään on merkittäviä sovelluksia myös lääketieteen ja biologian alalla, jossa tutkijoiden
usein käsin tekemät tehtävät voidaan korvata automatisoiduilla systeemeillä. Eräs tärkeä
tehtävä on solujen tai solun tumien segmentointi mikroskooppikuvista, mikä mahdollis-
taa niiden laskemisen, rakenteen analysoimisen sekä ajassa seuraamisen. Kaikki nämä
tiedot ovat tärkeää informaatiota tutkittavasta systeemistä, mutta käsin segmentoimi-
nen on sekä aikaa vievää että vaatii ammattilaisen osaamista. Kun kuvien lukumäärä
kasvaa, työstä tulee pian mahdotonta, ja niinpä automaattiset menetelmät ovat haluttuja
ja laajasti tiedeyhteisön käyttämiä.

Tällä hetkellä useimmat segmentoinnin mahdollistavat työkalut tutkijoille käyttävät
hyväkseen klassisia konenäkömenetelmiä. Modernit konvoluutioverkkoarkkitehtuurit
kuitenkin päihittävät klassiset menetelmät suurella marginaalilla monissa tehtävissä,
mukaanlukien segmentoinnissa. Tumien segmentoinnin automatisointi on lähes ideaali
ongelma konvoluutiomalleille, sillä ne pystyvät pääsemään asiantuntijatasolle laadussa
jos harjoitusdataa on riittävästi ja lisäksi käsittelemään satojakin kuvia nopeasti. Vaikka
avoimen lähdekoodin kirjastot ja ohjelmistot ovat tuoneet konvoluutiomallit tiedeyhteisön
ulottuville, oikean mallin valinta, käyttöönotto sekä harjoitus vaatii yhä asiantuntijan.

Tässä työssä vertaillaan kahta suosittua konvoluutioverkkomallia: U-net– ja Mask-
RCNN–arkkitehtuuria. Molemmilla todettiin olevan eri vahvuudet ja heikkoudet: U-net
tuotti erinomaisia segmentointituloksia, mutta ei aina pystynyt huomaamaan kaikkia
tumia kuvassa tai luuli jotakin muuta rakennetta tumaksi. Mask-RCNN toisaalta pystyi
hyvällä tarkkuudella huomaamaan tumat, mutta ei päässyt samaan segmentointitarkkuu-
teen kuin U-net. Koska malleilla oli käytännössä vastakkaiset vahvuudet ja heikkoudet,
niiden ennusteet yhdistettiin puumallilla joka tuotti erinomaisia tuloksia, päihittäen
yksittäisten mallien ennusteet selvästi. Tämä johtaa päätelmään, että yhdistelmämallia
tulisi käyttää tumien segmentointitehtävässä.

Avainsanat konvoluutioverkot, segmentointi, konenäkö, koneoppiminen
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1. Introduction

Advances in computer vision algorithms can often be applied to a wide

variety of fields, including biomedical imaging. The current widespread use

of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for detection and segmentation

tasks has significant applications in the medical field, where tasks often

laboriously done by researchers can be replaced by automated systems.

Recently, deep convolutional neural networks have seen increased use in

biomedical and medical applications in tasks such as organ and lesion seg-

mentation from CT scans [1, 2], region segmegmentation from histopathol-

ogy images [3] and diabetic rethinopathy detection [4]. In the biomedical

domain, automatic nuclei instance segmentation from microscopy images

is an important task due to the time consuming and subjective process

of manual segmentation and the increased throughput that microscopy

imaging automation enables. Automatic methods to alleviate this problem

are then in high demand.

Traditionally, nuclei segmentation has been done with classical computer

vision methods such as watershed and active contours. However, neural

networks with sufficient amount of training data outperform these systems

by a significant margin [5] and with the increasingly large amount of free

and open source software libraries, they have become viable for everyday

use in laboratories. For example, a popular open source package Cell-

Profiler now supports adding neural networks to its processing pipeline

[6]. Object detection and segmentation networks suitable for this task

like U-Net [7] and Mask-RCNN [8] are available as open source libraries,

often packaged with pretrained models. Still, tuning these networks to get

acceptable results in different domains requires expert knowledge.

This thesis specially concentrates on cell and nuclei segmentation from

digital microscopy images. The images may contain thousands of nuclei

and segmenting them by hand is both time-consuming and error prone, and
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Introduction

significant experience is needed to create high quality annotations. This is

both due to the varying quality of the images and the sometimes difficult

to detect borders between cells or nuclei. As such, automated computer

based methods are highly sought after and in a way ideal for this kind of

problem, where only experts can create reliable results but where a trained

model might reach comparable levels. While CNNs are an obvious solution

to this problem, numerous competing frameworks exist and choosing the

best one for different tasks is difficult. This thesis compares two popular

object detection and segmentation frameworks, U-Net and Mask-RCNN, to

find where they excel and fail. In addition, an ensemble model combining

these two networks’ predictions was trained and was found to exceed the

performance of both of these models by a large margin, in some cases more

than 5 percent.

1.1 Instance segmentation

The problem of instance segmentation is to segment objects of interest

in input images into separate instances. Nuclei instance segmentation

problem is to produce a mask for each individual nucleus in the image,

such that the mask maximally overlaps the nucleus and separates it from

other nuclei in the image. Refer to Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 3.1 for a visualization

of such segmentation and associated masks. The masks can then be used

to quantitatively analyze structural properties of the nucleus or to track it

through time.

Instance segmentation differs from semantic segmentation in that each

object in the image must be separable from all other objects. This can be

achieved through various methods, the simplest being to try to enforce

a line of at least one pixel between the different masks and penalizing

failure of doing so heavily when training a model. This way, each segmen-

tation mask can be separated by considering neighboring pixels marked as

belonging to a mask to be one mask for one nucleus. Semantic segmenta-

tion would not account for this separation, and instead would only seek

to distinguish objects from the background. In this thesis, segmentation

is commonly used to refer to the instance segmentation problem, unless

specified otherwise.
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Introduction

1.2 Problem overview & outline

Modern microscopy methods can provide high-resolution images of cell-

scale objects with ease, which are used to study the state of the biological

system at question. Such methods can yield a large number of images

in a short timespan, often containing hundreds or thousand of objects

that need to be systemically segmented to analyze the object’s appearance

and behaviour. Tracking objects through time can provide a temporal

view to the system’s inner workings, but creates such a large number of

images that manual annotation quickly becomes impossible. Instead, the

images can be segmented automatically using some computer vision based

method. Various approaches exist including classical computer vision

algorithms, feature engineering and deep learning: these are discussed in

Chapter 3. These methods often require a large amount of data for training

and validation, preferably thousands of manually segmented images that

the automatic methods can base their predictions on. Such datasets are

difficult to gather as most comprise of anywhere from few to hundreds of

images with associated segmentation masks, and most modern methods

require significantly more training data. Combining different datasets

is then necessary, although large differences exist between them in both

imaging methods and segmentation quality. Methods for alleviating this

are explored in Sec 3.1.

To understand the biological background and motivation of biomedical

image segmentation, Chapter 2 covers some common microscopy imaging

techniques and their differences. For example, fluorescence and compound

microscopy produce very different images visually, making training an

unified model difficult. To observe small-scale objects such as cells and

nuclei using a microscope, staining is often performed to increase the visual

contrast between the objects of interest and their surroundings. Many

different methods exist here as well, depending on the microscope, sample

and objects of interest in question. Subjectivity of manual segmentation,

difficult image modalities and varying microscopy methods that produce

visually distinct images combine to make quality automatic segmentation

challenging.

Consequently, even state-of-the-art segmentation models may create

erroneous segmentation masks. These errors can be varied as well, rang-

ing from missed detections and low-quality segmentations to over- and

undersegmentation. Chapter 4 covers the methods used in this thesis to
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achieve accurate segmentation predictions, as well as the experiment setup

and model evaluation strategies. U-net and Mask-RCNN were chosen for

comparison both due to their success in recent literature on segmentation

and their distinct architectures. U-net is known for creating accurate seg-

mentation masks in a biomedical setting, while Mask-RCNN has achieved

state-of-the-art results in natural image segmentation. The ensemble

model developed here combines the predictions of both models by predict-

ing which model’s nucleus mask should be used in the final output. Details

on the ensemble model can be found in Sec. 4.3.

Detailed report on experiment results is given in Chapter 5. U-net and

Mask-RCNN both achieved good performance and were able to predict

accurate segmentation masks even for difficult images. However, using the

ensemble model to combine both model’s predictions proved to increase the

results even further, especially with difficult images. This result raises the

question if using such ensemble of segmentation mask predictions could

improve results in other domains as well. This question and the overall

results are discussed in Chapter 6.

Instance segmentation in biomedical imaging has received a large amount

of attention recently due to the increased availability of datasets, competi-

tions with large prize pools and the advances in segmentation algorithms

outside the biomedical domain. Model architectures initially developed for

completely different domains and problems have started to trickle into the

biomedical field in the past year, many of which have produced state-of-the-

art results in this problem. On the other hand, architectures specifically

targeting biomedical and medical image segmentation, such as U-net, have

also been developed. Recent developments of the field are explored in Sec.

3.4.

1.2.1 Contributions

This thesis presents the ensemble model as its main contribution. This

model is able to ensemble multiple segmentation model’s segmentation

predictions, increasing performance compared to using any of the models

alone. Additionally, U-net and Mask-RCNN are compared in the nuclei in-

stance segmentation task using various metrics that reveal their strengths

and shortcomings. Detailed analysis is performed to compare these three

models. From the results of this thesis, an article was submitted (and

accepted) to the 2019 IEEE 16th International Symposium on Biomedical

Imaging conference [9].
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2. Microscopy imaging

Microscopy imaging is a cornerstone of biology and medicine. Modern mi-

croscopes allow research on objects such as cells, nuclei and proteins, which

can directly or indirectly give information about diseases and the inner

workings of systems normally unobservable to researchers. From detection

of viruses to visualizing subcellular structures, microscopy enables science.

Cells and nuclei are easily within reach of even relatively cheap micro-

scope’s magnification, which has made it one of the most common items in

laboratories around the world. Microscopes allow researchers to observe

cell development, migration and life cycle which are key to understand

many biological systems. Even better, with proper equipment subcellular

structures can be studied and monitored, making detailed analysis of cell

processes possible.

With the increase of imaging data modern microscopy practices brings,

automated methods to process the data have become necessary. An im-

portant part of this pipeline in many applications is to segment objects of

interest from the images automatically for purposes such as quantitative

analysis of the object sizes and appearance. Nuclei segmentation from

microscopy images is an important problem in this domain, as the nuclei

are often numerous in quantity and subjective to segment. Even among

experts, there are disrepancies in segmentation quality [10]. Automated

methods to accomplish this task are needed not only to reduce manual

workload and to achieve objective segmentations, but also as it allows for

tracking of the nuclei in time-lapse microscopy imaging, enabling uses

such as cell size and proliferation monitoring in cancer research.

This chapter provides background information on the microscopy imaging

of nuclei and the challenges of their segmentation.
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2.1 Motivation

A central goal in modern biological research is to understand living biologi-

cal systems, such as the process of development from a single zygote cell

into a highly complex system of a living organism, comprised of trillions of

cells. A wide array of different tools and techniques are needed to capture

these processes even in part, all of which provide different information

about the state of the system. Combining these sources and analysis meth-

ods is paramount for understanding complex biological systems, which in

turn leads into advances in medical fields.

Gene sequencing and expression analysis has become a standard method

in research due the increasingly lower costs and better accuracy associated

with next-generation sequencing tools such as Illumina [11]. However,

besides gene expression data, information is needed on larger scales as

well, and biomedical imaging through microscopy is perhaps still the most

important tool in biological and medical sciences as it allows for visual

observation of biological systems. To understand complete systems like

cells, comprehensive research of the processes inside the system is needed

on a multitude of scales, from protein dynamics and expression to cell life

cycle, movement, migration and shaping [12]. While gene sequencing can

give information about the blueprint and expression of proteins, elucidating

the functions of cellular dynamics requires a temporal view to the effects

of gene expression to cellular processes.

Through modern microscopy, noninvasive observation of biological pro-

cesses in unprecedented detail is possible. It offers a way to capture

information from different parts of a biological system on different scales,

often in real time. Time-lapse microscopy makes it possible to understand

the changes in cell apperance, movement and lifecycle by capturing suc-

cessive images from the system, and segmentation of cells and subcellular

objects from imaging data is an important step in the process of tracking

such changes. Besides tracking cells through time, automatic segmenta-

tion accelerates research through the possibility of automated counting

and quantitative analysis of cell properties.

If the number of images in the dataset is small, manual segmentation

by an expert is possible, but time-consuming. As time-lapse microscopy

can produce huge amounts of data quickly, the manual approach is not

feasible and automated methods for segmentation are in high demand. An

image with almost 400 manually segmented nuclei is shown in Fig. 2.1,
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Figure 2.1. Example of a manually segmented image captured using fluorescent micro-
scope. The number of nuclei and unclear boundaries near the center make
this image difficult segment, even for experts of the field. Image from [13].

making it clear why automatic methods would be preferred to manual.

If multiple images of the structure shown in the figure existed, perhaps

by capturing images through microscope every five minutes, it would

quickly become impossible to do any meaningful manual segmentation

work. With automated methods, these nuclei could be counted, their shapes

and paths through time analyzed and the dynamics between different

nuclei observed.

Classical computer vision based methods work well in the segmenta-

tion task when the cells or nuclei are well separated and approximately

homogenous in intensity, but fail when they are tightly packed together,

see Fig. 3.4 for an example. Most often, classical methods only work well

on images their parameters are optimized for, with different methods or

tweaking of parameters required for images from experiments that have

distinct cell shapes, intensities, noise or resolution. Modern deep learning

methods can help with these issues, the exploration of which is the goal of

this thesis.

2.2 Cell and nucleus imaging

While cells can be observed through even a simple microscope with suffi-

cient magnification, many methods have been developed to make them eas-

ier to make out from their complex surroundings. Capturing information-

rich images accurately using microscopes is difficult, and presents a trade-

off between various factors. High imaging speeds for good temporal resolu-

tion is required to capture fast cellular processes, high spatial resolution

needed to observe intracellular objects, and high signal-to-noise ratio to

record interpretable images for manual or automatic analysis. In vivo

experiments must limit the specimen’s exposure to light both due to the

damage from phototoxicity and the loss of pigment from fluorescent mark-

7
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ers. Finally, long observation periods and large physical coverage of the

sample are needed to capture processes that occur on larger timescales.

These parameters are constrained by physical and biological limits, and

experiments must be designed to attain best results within this parameter

space [12].

Different microscopes and microscopy methods are used in different

experiments. Fluorescence and compound microscopes are widely used to

observe cells and subcellular structures, even as their mechanics and uses

differ considerably. The next sections will describe these microscopes and

some of the methods to attain cell-scale images.

2.2.1 Staining

To aid the observation of various objects with a microscope, the specimen

is stained with dyes comprised of substances that bind to the objects

of interest and highlight them in some way. Multiple dyes can be used

simultaneously to highlight different parts of the specimen, such as nuclei,

proteins and cytoplasm. Since distinct microscopy methods use different

physical phenomena to capture images, the stains used are diverse as well.

Every method and sample type needs a specific stain that supports the

design of the experiment. In vivo and in vitro staining are both possible,

although in vivo is obviously more complicated, although allowing for

observation of processes in real time make it a lucrative avenue to explore

in areas such as developmental biology.

The stain substance is developed in such a way that when observed

through a microscope, they are visually distinct from the sample they

were used on. The method that allows the distinction might be through

dyes that simply color the molecules of interest, or by some other physical

phenomenon like fluorescence. Stains must be prepared and applied in a

rigorous manner to assure satisfactory results in the observation phase;

mixing of different stains or bleached colors might result if this fails [14].

The stains are designed in such a way that they only bind to certain

molecules that are abundant in the target object, and physical properties

of the target molecule such as electrical charge are used to ascertain this

requirement. For example, to stain the nucleus of cells, a stain that binds

to the DNA double helix could be used, ideally so that only bound substance

would be highlighted [14].

8
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(a) Widefield microscope. (b) Confocal microscope.

Figure 2.2. Widefield and Confocal microscope schematics. Both use a dichroic mirror to
separate excitation and emission light, but differ in other aspects. In Widefield
microscopy, the whole sample is illuminated by fluorescent light and can be
observed by a spectral charge-coupled device. With Confocal microscopes,
pinholes are used to direct laser to only a small part of the sample under
observation and a detector is used to construct a complete image. Image from
[15], used in accordance to CC BY 3.0 license.

2.2.2 Fluorescence microscopy

Fluorescence microscopy is a method where the samples are stained us-

ing fluorescent substance, fluorophones, that selectively bind to target

molecules. When illuminated with a specific wavelength of light, these

fluorophones are excited into a higher energy state. When they return to

a lower energy state, they emit a characteristic wavelength that can be

observed by a sensor in the microscope. This makes the stained objects,

e.g. nuclei, bright against a dark background in the resulting image.

The simplest fluorescence microscope is the Widefield microscope. The

sample under observation is uniformly lit with a laser emitting light at a

fluorescent wavelength, exciting fluorophones and then filtering the emit-

ted light from the sample so that only the specific emission wavelengths

are passed through [16]. Fig. 2.2a shows a Widefield microscope schematic.

A drawback with Widefield microscopes is that as it illuminates samples

uniformly, specimen planes outside the focal plane can contaminate the

image. Fluorescent light penetrates the specimen to some degree, and

unwanted artifacts appear from planes not in focus. Confocal microscope

[17] corrects this contamination by only illuminating and observing a small

part of the sample at a time using pinholes. By moving different parts of the

sample to the focus point, a complete image can be reconstructed without

9
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Figure 2.3. Fluorescence image of HeLa-cell nucleus with Confocal (left) and Widefiled
(right) microscopes [18]. In the Widefield microscope image, specimen parts
not on the focal plane degrade image quality resulting in an out of focus image,
mixed colors and structural artifacts from other planes. The Confocal image is
in focus, showing stained objects with clear colors and does not have unwanted
structures. Image from Wikimedia Commons.

artifacts [18]. In fact, by adjusting the sample position in the vertical axis

with respect to the sensor, a 3D image can be constructed as the depth of

focus of confocal microscope is low tolerance and can be controlled with

high precision. This method of imaging the complete volume of the sample

is called optical sectioning. Fig. 2.3 shows a comparison between images

captured from the same specimen: Image from Confocal microscope is in

focus and crisp in all areas, while Widefield microscope’s image is out of

focus and contaminated with artifacts outside the current focal plane.

2.2.3 Compound microscopy

Besides fluorescence microscopy, images of cells and nuclei can be captured

using basic compound microscopes as well. The most basic and oldest form

of microscopes, they work by simply magnifying the specimen illuminated

with a bright light using a series of lenses. Cells and nuclei are difficult

to detect with a compound microscope, but staining the sample with an

appropriate dye makes them visible. The main advantage of compound

microscopes with respect to more advanced fluorescence microscopes is the

cheaper and simpler equipment, but they lack the resolution of different

structures fluorescence imaging offers and cannot do optical sectioning.

However, in some cases compound microscopes may offer better results, e.g.

if there is worry that fluorescent light or dyes might damage the sample

[19].

To improve contrast and allow for segmentation, the specimen is stained

with dyes depending on the microscope used. Brightfield microscopes are a

subset of compound microscopes that only use white light for illumination,
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Microscopy imaging

making the sample black against a white background. Histology samples,

i.e. thin slices of tissue, are mounted on a microscope slide and stained

using some appropriate stain. H&E stain is one of the most important and

widely used stains in histology, where Hematoxylin and Eosin are used to

color the sample. Hematoxylin, a positively charged and nonacidic stain,

binds to basophilic substances such as DNA and RNA coloring them violet,

while Eosin, a negatively charged and acidic stain binds to acidophilic

substances like proteins, coloring them red or pink [20]. Some other

common stains include Gram stain for bacteria detection, Romanowsky

stains for parasite detection from blood smears and various Thricrome

stains such as the modern Masson’s stain for separating nuclei from their

surroundings [21].

2.2.4 Images

Fig. 2.4 shows images of nuclei imaged using the methods described.

Notice that even within the image classes, there are large variations in

contrast, nucleus density, and staining. This helps to understand why

manual annotation can be subjective, even with experts of the field: nuclei

can be difficult to detect from background, they can overlap each other and

occasionally it might be nontrivial to decide if an object is a nucleus or not.

All these challenges are also present when developing automated meth-

ods for nuclei segmentation. An ideal model should be able to segment all

of these image classes and more, as developing models for each different

type of microscope image and stain is both time consuming and ineffective.

A single model that can segment a wide variety of images, i.e. a model with

good generalization, would be simple to distribute and easily introduced

into laboratory workflows. The next chapter explores these algorithmic

methods.
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(a) Fluorescence images. Nuclei are illuminated bright as fluorophones bind to
DNA. Images from [13]

(b) Cervical cytology images captured using extended depth of field (EDF). Black
dots are nuclei, gray area cytoplasm. Images from [22].

(c) Histology (stained tissue) images. Dark violet or blue areas are nuclei, red
cytoplasm. Images from [13, 23]

Figure 2.4. Nuclei imaged with different microscopy and staining techniques.
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3. Nuclei segmentation using computer
vision

Ever since medical images could be represented digitally, computer based

methods for analysis have been applied to them. Initially, handcrafted

features and algorithms were used for specific tasks such as tumor de-

tection or classification. With the recent advances in computer vision

and the increased computational power, more advanced and demanding

methods have become available for image analysis which can be applied to

biomedical and medical images.

The most successful models today rely on convolutional neural networks

(CNNs). At a high level, they mimic the human eye-brain connection by

using convolutional filters to extract relevant features from input data.

Convolutional networks are not a recent invention, as they were used in

image recognition tasks already in 1989 [24], but failed to gain widespread

adoption due to the high computational resource requirements and lack

of robust and efficient training algorithms. Not much research went into

CNNs and neural networks in general afterwards, until their "rediscovery"

with the 2012 ImageNet Competition where groundbreaking results were

achieved with a CNN based approach, AlexNet, sparking a new era of deep

learning based models.

Since then, new research on CNNs and related computer vision networks

has been published in rapid succession. In the last few years, this new

knowledge has been applied to medical image analysis problems, such

as lesion detection, tumor classification and indeed nuclei detection and

segmentation, most often improving performance significantly when com-

pared to older algorithmic models. Papers concerning computer vision

based medical image analysis started appearing in 2015 and 2016, and the

amount of literature is growing rapidly.
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Nuclei segmentation using computer vision

Figure 3.1. Example cervical cytology image and its associated mask. Original image
from [25] dataset.

3.1 Data acquisition and augmentation

All computer based methods for segmentation need manually annotated

data for model training and validation. The amount of manually segmented

images required varies from method to method, with classical algorithms

requiring smaller amounts of data for parameter tweaking and result

validation. Modern deep learning methods on the other hand need a

massive number of samples to learn a high-dimensional representation

of the images which is used to segment the images. This is the trade-off

between accuracy and workload of manual annotation of training images.

3.1.1 Data gathering

A good model generalizes well to new, unseen samples. Ideally, one model

should be able to segment, for example, histological, fluorescence and

brightfield microscopy images, but this is not required. Separate models

for each image type can be trained if the performance is better than with

an unified model, although this makes widespread adoption of models

more difficult. Nevertheless, datasets for all these image modalities must

be gathered from different sources, most of which have differences in the

segmentation quality and data representation. Preprocessing is then an

important part of the segmentation pipeline to achieve an unified data

representation and quality. The resulting dataset comprises of paired

images and masks that indicates the pixels in the image that are part of a

nucleus. Usually, the nuclei need to be segmented into separated instances,

making it an instance segmentation problem. Fig. 3.1 shows an example

cervical cytology image and its associated manually segmented mask of
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nuclei. Note the different colors in the segmentation mask: these represent

different instances of nuclei. The nuclei must be separated into instances

so that they can be individually analyzed, making the task more difficult

compared to the simple segmentation problem.

The problem of data availability is difficult in the nucleus segmentation

problem. Deep learning usually requires anywhere from thousands to

hundreds of thousands of training images to learn useful representations

from the data, but most nucleus segmentation datasets range from few to

hundreds of images. Combining various datasets increases the preprocess-

ing workload but does alleviate the problem. However, combining most

publicly available data in this problem domain results in a dataset of about

a thousand samples. To make deep learning possible, image and mask

augmentations are used.

3.1.2 Data augmentation

Augmentations are perturbations to the image and mask to make them

slightly different from the originals. Even though the images after aug-

mentation could be visually almost indistinguishable from the originals

for humans, deep learning models need this kind of data to learn repre-

sentations of images effectively [26]. The augmentations can be simple,

such as flipping the images on horizontal and vertical axis, mirroring,

rotating, zooming, cropping and scaling. Combinations of these simple aug-

mentations alone produces a significant increase in the training data size.

Note that if the augmentation is reversible, they can also be used during

inference by predicting augmented images, reversing the augmentation in

the result mask and averaging the results of all predictions.

To train well-generalized models, more advanced augmentations are of-

ten used including gaussian blur, color transfers between images, contrast

normalization and elastic deformations. If the locations of the objects in

the original image change, the mask needs to change as well to retain

consistency between the augmented image and mask. These heavier aug-

mentations are useful if they can change the data in a way that could exist

in images not included in the training set, e.g. applying Gaussian blur to

make the model better at detecting nuclei from out-of-focus images. Fig.

3.2 shows some different augmentations applied to a histology slide.
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Figure 3.2. Various augmentations applied to a histology image from [23].

3.1.3 Synthetic data generation

One other avenue exists: data generation. A simple way to generate data

is to crop segmented objects from one image and insert them into another,

increasing the target image complexity. For example, it would make sense

to insert different animals into the same image to improve multi-target

detection ability of the model, if the model’s goal was to detect and segment

animals from images. This same principle applies to nuclei: differently

shaped nuclei from other training set images can be inserted into a new

image, creating more training data. This must be done carefully however,

to avoid creating images that actually decrease model performance.

Unsurprisingly, deep learning methods for data generation exist as well.

Many small datasets of manually segmented nuclei from different mi-

croscopy and staining methods are available, but they often do not con-

tain enough samples to train complex models efficiently. Combining the

datasets improves the situation, but models may still be unable to learn

good representations due to the varying quality and methods in both image

capturing and manual segmentation. One solution for this is to use style

transfer between images, where different dataset modalities (e.g. different

staining methods) are transferred between each other. This way, even if

different lighting conditions and capturing techniques make the images

different, their colors can changed into an uniform representation. A clas-

sic example of a style transfer is translating images of horses into images
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of zebras and vice versa, accomplished in [27] where general adversial

networks (GANs) were used to learn such translations.

GANs are neural networks that consist of two different models, one that

generates images, G, and another, D, that tries to discriminate between

images generated by G and real training set images. In essence, G tries

to fool D into believing that the images it generates come from the true

distribution rather than that they are forgeries generated by G. The

models are trained adversially, i.e. G gets a signal from D if the forgery

was successful, and D gets information if its classification was correct.

These signals are used to train G to generate increasingly convincing

forgeries and D to become master at spotting fakes. Both models are

typically implemented as convolutional neural networks, see Sec. 3.3.2.

To return to the horses-zebras example, G would be provided with images

of horses and D with images of zebras. G would then start to experiment

what would fool the discriminator which tries to separate the works of

G from real zebras. With enough training, G would become very good at

generating convincing images of zebras from horses and D at telling them

apart.

Formally, for the mapping function G : X → Y where X is the input data

to the generator and Y the target image modality, and for discriminator

DY , the loss function for GAN is expressed as [27]

LGAN (G,DY , X, Y ) = Ey∼pdata(y) [logDY (y)]

+ Ex∼pdata(x)[log (1−DY (G(x))]
(3.1)

The first functional Ey∼pdata(y) [logDY (y)] is a loss for the discriminator to

classify generated images from true ones, and Ex∼pdata(x)[log (1−DY (G(x))]

a loss function for the generator to create convincing images that fool DY .

This is a min-max game inspired by game theory, and optimizing the

function results in an equilibrium between the two losses.

While translating horses into zebras is interesting, this technique can

be used to transfer styles between biomedical images as well. Various

avenues exist: style normalization to make colors consistent between dif-

ferent datasets using GAN was explored in [28, 29], while completely new

images of fluorescent cells were synthesized in [30]. Furthermore, in [31],

new images of retinal blood vessels were synthesized from segmentation

masks, allowing for new training data generation. These techniques were

combined and applied in nucleus context in [32], where new histology

images with corresponding masks were synthesized using GANs. Com-
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bined segmentation and data generation approach using histology images

has also recently been researched in [33]. Training dataset size could

be greatly increased by applying generative methods to existing data, al-

though care must be taken to not introduce samples that decrease the

model performance.

3.2 Algorithmic methods for nuclei segmentation

Many classical computer vision algorithms have been proposed for nuclei

and cell segmentation task. Most of them use some form of adaptive

thresholding of intensities with different pre– and post-processing methods

[34, 35, 36]. They can achieve satisfactory performance in the instance

segmentation problem if the setting is controlled, and be a good starting

point when beginning experimenting to get a feel for the problem at hand.

While their performance is usually not at the level of more complex models,

they can have sufficient performance if the problem is simple enough. In

addition to this, classical methods are sometimes useful as post-processing

methods. Methods that use of classification algorithms by handcrafting

features from the images have also been developed.

Both supervised and unsupervised methods are available, and the next

sections describe some of these algorithms.

3.2.1 Thresholding

The simplest method to segment an image is to threshold the image at

some cutoff. This simple method can sometimes achieve surprisingly good

results: see Fig. 3.3 for an example. Multiple algorithms for the calculation

of the cutoff value exist, such as Otsu’s method [37] that assumes that

the pixel intensities have a bimodal distribution where background and

foreground objects have different intensity modes. The threshold value is

set at a point where the intensity distribution is divided into two classes

that have minimal intra-class variance, i.e. maximal inter-class variance.

Dynamic thresholding is also possible and useful in situations where

objects in the image have varying intensities. In this method, thresholding

values are then calculated within adjustable windows within the image,

and objects inside the windowing area are thresholded using the local

intensity. However, if no objects are present in the window, it can introduce

noise to the result as pixels with low intensities are amplified. Care should
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Figure 3.3. Fluorescence image segmented using thresholding with Otsu’s method and
dynamic thresholding. While dynamic thresholding can create more precise
segmentations than Otsu’s method, it introduces noise in areas without nuclei.

be then taken when choosing the window size, or adapt a local-global model

where both local and global intensities are considered. Fig. 3.3 shows a

comparison between Otsu’s method and dynamically thresholded image,

which makes their differences clear. Notice the noise generated at image

edges that appear as no nuclei are present in that area.

3.2.2 Watershed

A slightly more advanced method that can provide good results in segmen-

tation is the Watershed algorithm [38]. Watersheds, in the literal sense,

are areas where surface water converges, forming lakes and oceans. An

example of this is the great divide that separates United States into two

regions. A droplet of water falling on one side of this line flows to the

Pacific Ocean while a drop to the other side travels to the Atlantic Ocean.

Watersheds are separated by ridges that block water from flowing from

one watershed to another.

The watershed algorithm takes inspiration from this physical phenomenon

and considers the input gray scale image as a topographical map, com-

prised of basins and ridges. The algorithm works by first searching basins

within the map, i.e. areas where water would flow if dropped nearby, and

then filling the basins until they would overflow. By considering the filled

basins as instances of objects, a segmentation mask is generated.

Watershed has been used to segment nuclei in numerous studies [39, 40,

41], with various improvements to the model for increased performance.

Even 3D version of watershed has been studied in [42] to achieve volumet-

ric segmentation.

While the method is simple, it can work well if the objects in the image

do not overlap and are of approximately the same intensity. Fig. 3.4 shows
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(a) Well separated nuclei segmented using the Watershed algorithm.

(b) Compactly packed nuclei with varying intensities segmented using Watershed.

Figure 3.4. Example segmentation of microscopy images with well-separated and com-
pactly packed nuclei using the watershed algorithm with thresholding.

example success and failure cases with fluorescent nuclei images. In Fig.

3.4a, the nuclei indeed are well separated and of similar intensities, and

the resulting segmentation is almost perfect (notice the merged mask

near the left edge of the image). However, when presented with a much

more difficult image, the algorithm fails to create masks for nuclei with

lower intensities, in addition to merging many masks of nuclei with high

intensity. This is clearly visible in Fig. 3.4b.

Another drawback of watershed is that without extra preprocessing steps,

it can be used only with grayscale images. Consider the histology images

shown in Chapter 2: how would they be transformed into grayscale im-

ages while still retaining enough information to segment them? Separate

channels might work in some cases, e.g. choosing the blue channel of the

image since the nuclei are stained blue, but this approach again falls short

when another type of images is used. Watershed does not generalize well

to different domains.

Watershed can also be used as a post-processing tool after passing an

image through a more advanced system. Consider a probability map, i.e. a

matrix of the same size as the input image where the values indicate the
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probability that a pixel is part of an object the model needs to segment. This

can be considered as a topographical map as well, and applying watershed

to it can produce better results than just applying a hard threshold of

the probabilities (for example, take pixel to be a part of an object if its

probability exceeds 0.5).

3.2.3 Active contours

Active contours [43] is a popular and slightly more complex unsupervised

model for segmentation. The algorithm finds edges in images by using

snakes, deformable splines that have internal rigidity constraints while

being acted upon by image "forces" that push the spline towards salient

features of the image like edges and lines. For example, starting with

a spline around a nucleus, the spline moves towards the nucleus until

touching it, effectively segmenting it from other instances in the image.

The internal and external forces are represented with energy Esnake =

Eint + Eimage, where Eint is the internal energy of the spline, caused by

bending, and Eimage the image energy that pushes the snakes towards

contours. Minimizing Esnake causes the snake to surround objects in the

image. Various energy functions have been developed that suit different

objects and images. A simple Eimage energy function would be calculating

the contours of the image and making the snake push towards them, and

a simple function for Eint is to increase the energy when the snake is

bending.

Active contours model can be used in almost any segmentation problem

as it has proved to be very robust while requiring less pre-processing than

Watershed. It has also been successfully used in nuclei segmentation in

[36, 44].

3.2.4 Feature engineering

Common classification algorithms can be used to segment images, by using

handcrafted features on pixel or structural level. Most methods in this

category use a sliding window strategy to calculate image features with

some algorithm at multiple scales, and then train a classification model to

classify pixels into a segmentation mask.

A large amount of research on 2D and 3D segmentation using classical

computer vision and classification algorithms was conducted prior to real-

izing deep learning architecutre’s potential in this task. Some methods did
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Figure 3.5. Example of image segmentation using the Mask-RCNN framework. The
model predicts bounding boxes for objects, marked with dashed lines, and then
classifies and segments the object inside the bounding box. Model’s certainty
of its classification is marked with a number next to the classification result.
Image from Wikimedia Commons.

even use convolutional filters for feature extraction prior to classification,

such as in [45] where boosting tree model was trained using the extracted

features. Support vector machines have been used in [46] and [47]. How-

ever, not much literature has been published since deep learning methods

started to produce superior results.

3.3 Deep Learning based methods

Deep learning, i.e. neural networks with multiple hidden layers, has

recently become the go-to method in almost any conceivable computer

vision task. After 2012 ImageNet challenge, where deep convolutional

neural network [48] outperformed previous state of the art algorithms by

a huge margin, CNNs have been used to break records in a similar fashion

in many different computer vision (CV) tasks [49, 50, 51, 52]. In fact, deep

neural networks can now outperform human accuracy in the ImageNet

challenge [49].

One of the most powerful uses of CNNs has been to segment objects

of interest from input images [53], achieving state-of-the-art results in

semantic segmentation [54]. This great increase in performance is due

to the powerful feature representations of images convolutional networks

can produce from images, which allow quality segmentation masks to be
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predicted. Fig. 3.5 shows an example of a segmentation from an input

image using the Mask-RCNN [8] framework that has been trained with

the COCO dataset to identify and segment a wide variety of objects from

images, including people and horses. An input image is passed through the

network, resulting in segmentation masks and classes for various objects.

This segmentation can then be used for a plethora of different purposes,

such as face identification, image description generation or car autopilots.

These same methods can be used to segment nuclei from microscope

images by training the models to segment nuclei instead of everyday

objects. The following sections describe deep learning and convolutional

neural networks, and their use in the nuclei segmentation task.

3.3.1 Artificial neural networks

Artificial neural networks take inspiration from nature’s biological neurons.

Like their biological counterparts, a large number of nodes are assembled

into a network that has the ability to learn approximations of non-linear

functions. The basic unit of artificial neural networks is the perceptron,

a node in the network that receives one or more inputs x⃗, applies some

function f(x⃗) and outputs the result. Fig. 3.6 shows a visualization of a

perceptron.

Figure 3.6. Perceptron.

The function that the perceptron applies to its input is a simple linear

function f(x̃) = wT x⃗+ b, where w are the perceptron’s weights and b a bias

that will be learned during training. However, neural networks should

be able to learn non-linear approximations, which would be impossible

with only linear functions. For this reason, a non-linear activation function

is applied to the perceptron’s output. Some popular activation functions
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Figure 3.7. ReLu, sigmoid and tanh functions visualized. Note the differences in y-axis
range.

include the rectified linear unit (ReLu), tanh function and sigmoid function,

which are defined as

ReLu: f(x) =

⎧⎨⎩ 0, x < 0

x, x ≥ 0

tanh: f(x) =
ex − e−x

ex + e−x

sigmoid: f(x) =
ex

ex + 1

Fig. 3.7 shows plots of these functions, visualizing their differences.

Sigmoid and tanh functions have similar shape, but sigmoid has output in

range [0, 1], while tanh function outputs in range [-1,1]. ReLu, the most

popular activation function at the moment, is interesting as it outputs

maximum of zero and input. The formula is simpler than either tanh

or sigmoid, making it efficient to compute. It also suffers from fewer

optimization problems.

A special type of activation function is the softmax, that receives a vector

x⃗ ∈ ℜd and normalizes it using Eq. 3.2 so that
∑d

i x⃗i = 1 and all elements

of x⃗ are in range ]0, 1[, in effect transforming x⃗ into a valid probability
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Figure 3.8. Simple feedforward network with three inputs, two hidden layers and one
output.

distribution. It is usually used in the output layer to form a probability

distribution over different classes in a classification task. For example,

such layer would be used to predict the class of a segmented object out of

all possible object classes.

σ(z)j =
ezj∑K
k=1 e

zk
(3.2)

Different types of artificial neural networks exist, with the most popular

being the feedforward network, or multilayer perceptron, where multiple

perceptrons are stacked into layers and chained so that each node in a

layer gets input from all nodes from the previous layer. A feedforward

network is comprised of an input layer, one or more hidden layers and

an output layer. Fig. 3.8 shows a simple feedforward network with two

hidden layers, which could be trained to approximate some function such

as predicting if a train is going to arrive on time based on some inputs that

are thought to affect the train’s schedule. In this scenario, the three inputs

to the network could be binary indicator variables signifying if the current

season is winter, if there is currently a strike by the railway workers and

has the train been late recently. The output should be either one or zero,

signifying if the train is going to be late, making either the sigmoid or tanh

activation function appropriate for the output perceptron. If more output

classes were desired, a softmax activation function could be used.

The multilayer perceptron can be formalized by thinking of it as functions

chained one after another. Let fi(x⃗) = wT
i x⃗ + b be perceptron i’s output

before activation and f∗
i (x⃗) = fa(fi(x⃗)) the output after activation where fa

is some activation function. Then, for a network that consist of one input,

two hidden layers with just one perceptron per layer, and one output, the
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resulting function would be

f∗∗(x) = (f∗
3 (f

∗
2 (f

∗
1 (f

∗
0 (x))))) (3.3)

where the input layer’s function is f∗
0 , hidden layer’s f∗

1 and f∗
2 and the

output layer’s f∗
3 . Each function gets its input from the output of the

previous layer’s activation.

Most multilayer perceptrons have multiple perceptrons per layer, making

the calculation slightly more difficult. Now, each node (except nodes in

the input layer) receives an input array x⃗ ∈ ℜd from the outputs of the

previous layer’s nodes, where d is the number of nodes in the previous

layer. Each of the perceptrons is associated with a weight vector w⃗ ∈ ℜd

and the layer outputs k values, corresponding to the number of nodes in

the current layer. The weight vectors can be stacked to a matrix Wi ∈ ℜd,k,

and the layer i’s output before activation is simply

fi(x⃗) = x⃗Wi + b⃗i (3.4)

the output of which can be transformed using the activation function fa.

The next layer i+1 in the network would then receive fa(fi(x⃗)) as its input.

To approximate functions, the weights of the network must be optimized

with respect to the error of the network. The error is the difference between

the output and the ground truth by some useful distance function or metric,

such as mean squared error (MSE). Different error metrics are used in

different situations.

The error of the network is represented in terms of a loss function L. The

network outputs optimal approximations of the function when that loss is

minimized with respect to the parameters of the network, i.e.

argmin
Θ

L(Y,X,Θ) (3.5)

where Θ are the parameters of the network, X the input and Y the ground

truth.

The parameters could be integrated out from the loss function by

∫
L(Y,X,Θ)dΘ (3.6)
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but calculating this would require searching through the complete param-

eter space, making it intractable with current methods. Instead, the loss

function is optimized using gradient descent based methods. In particular,

as tuning a large number of parameters requires a large amount of train-

ing data for good generalization, stochastic gradient descent is used to get

around the computational problems of using the complete data for a single

gradient descent step.

Gradient descent is a method for optimizing intractable functions iter-

atively by tuning function’s parameters towards a direction which would

result in a smaller loss in the next iteration. This is done by inputting

the training data to the network, calculating the loss (forward pass), and

taking the derivative of the parameters with respect to the loss and up-

dating the parameters by taking a small step in the negative direction

of the gradient (backward pass). The gradient is usually calculated by a

per-sample basis and averaged:

∇ΘL(Θ) =
1

m

m∑
i=1

∇θL
(
x(i), y(i),Θ

)
(3.7)

As the number of samples m in the training data grows, the calculation of

a single gradient descent step becomes computationally intensive. Stochas-

tic gradient descent is a simple extension to the gradient descent algorithm

where only a small random sample of the training data, a minibatch, is

used for the forward pass. The size of the minibatch is usually small, rang-

ing from 1 to few hundred. The gradient calculated by this minibatch is an

estimate of the true gradient, but it does converge under mild assumptions

[55]. Many popular extensions and variants to stochastic gradients are

available, such as Adam [56] and RMSProp [57].

After calculating the expected value of the gradient using the sample,

the parameters of the network are updated by subtracting a fraction of

the gradient from all of the weights. If the learning rate ϵ is small enough,

after the update the parameters Θ are slightly better than previously. The

update formula for the parameters is simply

Θ = Θ− ϵ∇′
Θ (3.8)

The forward and backward passes are repeated until the validation loss
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converges, in most cases thousands of times. For deep learning purposes,

stochastic gradient descent might not find global or even local optima for

the network, but it usually results in a low error after optimization which

in most applications is satisfactory.

After optimizing the network, new samples can be inferred by passing

them as inputs to the network and observing the outputs.

3.3.2 Convolutional neural networks

Feeding images as input to a basic multilayer perceptron is difficult due to

the rapidly increasing number of neurons required for taking such input.

Consider a small picture of size 256x256x3, with height and width of 256

pixels and three color channels for red, green and blue. Such image would

require 256 ∗ 256 ∗ 3 = 196608 nodes in the first layer if each received

one pixels of the image. Adding hidden layers to the model increases

the number of connections and weights that need to be learned, quickly

becoming so large that training this huge network would be very difficult.

Luckily, this problem can be sidestepped by using convolutional filters.

The one-dimensional convolution operation for input x and kernel (weights)

w in time point t as

s(t) =

∫
x(a) ∗ w(t− a))da (3.9)

This can be thought of as a weighted average if
∑

iwi = 1. The discrete

time convolution is more intuitive to understand and more relevant to the

problem at hand:

s(t) =
∞∑

a=−∞
x(a)w(t− a) (3.10)

Let x be some measurement taken at some interval. If w is a weight vector

that sums to 1, then the result s(t) is the result of summing the product of

x(a) and w(t− a) at all time steps a, producing a weighted average.

For a complete example, let x = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and w = [0.6, 0.3, 0.1]. The

weight vector (or kernel) weights the most recent example of x with weight
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Figure 3.9. Visualization of 1d convolution.

0.6, the second recent with 0.3 etc. The convolution at timestep 2 is then

s(2) =
2∑

a=0

x(a)w(t− a)

= x(0) ∗ w(2− 0) + x(1) ∗ w(2− 1) + x(2) ∗ w(2− 2)

= 1 ∗ 0.1 + 2 ∗ 0.3 + 3 ∗ 0.6

= 0.1 + 0.6 + 1.8 = 2.5

(3.11)

i.e. a weighted average. Notice that s(0) and s(1) cannot be calculated un-

less the input is padded with zeros. Fig. 3.9 visualizes the 1D-convolution,

with input padded with zeros in the beginning of the vector.

The connection to neural networks and images is at this point still unclear.

But consider a case where convolution is applied to vectors in R2, such

as grayscale images. The kernel can also be in R2, and the convolutional

operation is done by sliding the kernel on top of the image and summing

the products between the pixels of the image and the kernel. Let I ∈ R2

be an input image and K ∈ R2 a convolution kernel. The 2D convolution

result for pixels at location i, j is

S(i, j) =
∑
m

∑
n

I(m,n)K(i−m, j − n) (3.12)

or rewritten by using the commutative property of convolution,

S(i, j) =
∑
m

∑
n

I(i−m, j − n)K(m,n) (3.13)

Fig. 3.10 visualizes 2D-convolution. The red box is the kernel that slides

through the whole image. Summing the Hadamard product between the
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Figure 3.10. Visualization of first two steps of unpadded 2d convolution. Note that for
visualization purposes, the kernel and the pixels are not to scale. Image from
Wikimedia Commons.

pixels and the kernel produces S(i, j). The red box is in reality the same

size as the kernel, but for visualization purposes a larger portion of the

image is shown.

As the kernel slides through the image, a feature map that is approxi-

mately the same size as the input image is produced. Recall the previous

example of the one-dimensional convolution and the need of padding the

input. The same principle applies here: if the input is not padded, the

resulting feature map is a few pixels smaller than the input. If input is

padded with appropriate number of zeros, the resulting feature map is the

same size as the image. These padding modes are often called ’valid’ and

’same’, respectively.

How can neural networks take advantage of the convolutional operation?

Instead of nodes that take all pixels of the image as input, convolutional

neural networks use convolution kernels that take the whole image as

input and produce feature maps for the next layer of kernels. To in-

troduce nonlinearity, the output of the convolution operation is fed to

an activation function to produces the output for the kernel at pixel i, j:

F (i, j) = fa(S(i, j)). The weights of the network are simply the kernels,

which are learned through backpropagation. This drastically reduces the

number of parameters in the model, as instead of learning weights for all
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Figure 3.11. A simple network with two convolutional layers and two max-pooling layers.

individual pixels, only some relatively small number of kernel weights

need to be learned.

CNNs have other significant advantages over fully connected networks.

As the kernel slides through the whole image, it can detect features at

multiple locations, i.e. it introduces translational invariance to the model.

Imagine a scenario where a network is trained to recognize if there is

a ball in the scene, but the ball is located in the middle of the image in

most training samples. Both fully connected and convolutional networks

can most likely learn to recognize the ball from new images if it remains

in the center. But if the object is suddenly in the corner of the image, a

fully connected network cannot detect this as it has learned weights that

only activate when there is something round in the middle of the input.

However, convolutional kernels slide through the whole image and can

still activate when they are on top of the object, regardless of its position.

Depending on the network, different combinations of convolutional and

fully connected layers can be used. For example, to classify whether an

image contains a zebra or not, many convolutional layers can be followed

by one fully connected layer that has two outputs with softmax activation

function, producing probabilities of whether a zebra is present or not in

the input image.

Fig. 3.11 shows an overview of a convolutional network. In this example,

multiple kernels per layer are applied to produce multiple feature maps.

Max pooling is then applied to the results, where the feature maps are

downsampled by dividing the maps into small windows and picking the

maximum value at each window location. After one more convolutional

layer comprised of even more filters, max pooling is again applied followed

by a fully connected layer that outputs the result of the forward pass. In

classification situations, softmax activation is often used to get probabilities

for each class, e.g. if the network classifies if image contains zebras, lions or

humans, the output layer would have three nodes that output probability
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for each class.

The training of the classification network would then work by back-

propagation, where the kernel weights would be updated based on their

derivative with respect to the model error. Using enough training data and

training time, the kernels learn weights that allow it to classify the images

correctly.

3.3.3 Image segmentation using CNNs

Networks for image segmentation work in a similar fashion as the network

described in the previous section. The output from pixel-level segmentation

networks is a matrix of pixel-wise probabilites if an object of interest is

present at that pixel position or not. A simple fully connected layer after

convolutional and max pooling layers does not work well in this situation,

as it would be very difficult to predict all input image pixels from such low-

resolution representation. For example, for an input image of size 256x256,

a standard convolutional classifier might have five convolutional layers,

all followed with a max pooling layer, reducing the image resolution by a

factor of 25 to 8× 8×D, where D marks the number of feature maps after

the final convolutional layer. However, calculating this low-resolution but

high dimensional representation of the input is still useful as it extracts

useful information about the input, but requires further steps to create

segmentation masks from the resulting representation. It is usually used

as the first step in the segmentation model architecture and often called

the downsampling path or network.

Specialized networks have been devised to achieve segmentation masks

from the low-resolution representations. U-Net [7] is a convolutional net-

work that gradually upsamples the result of the downsampling path back

to the original resolution of the input using deconvolutional operations.

An additional feature of U-net is that it concatenates feature maps from

earlier layers at specific locations to the upsampled feature maps to provide

the model with additional context. Its final layer is simply a feature map

of probabilities if each pixel is part of an object of interest or not. Note

that U-net can segment multiple different objects by predicting the pixel’s

probability of belonging to some class.

Another popular approach to object segmentation is to use Mask-RCNN

[8] framework. This network works by predicting bounding boxes for

objects, segmenting the objects inside the predicted boxes and finally

classifying which object was inside the box. More in-depth explanations
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for both Mask-RCNN and U-net are given in Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 4.2.

U-net and Mask-RCNN have similarities even as their method of seg-

mentation differ. Both take advantage of the basic convolutional network

architecture presented in the previous section, where the input is down-

sampled to a low-resolution but high dimensional representation. The

downsampling path is sometimes also called the backbone of the network.

Various choices for the backbone exist, but both U-net and Mask-RCNN

usually use the ResNet framework, presented in Sec. 3.3.4.

Both of these segmentation networks can also be used in the nuclei

segmentation task. For training, microscope images of nuclei need to be

collected, segmented, and preprocessed to the format expected by the net-

works. After sufficient training, both models can detect nuclei accurately

from previously unseen images.

3.3.4 Residual networks

After the renaissance of deep learning and convolutional neural networks,

many records in various tasks were broken simply by increasing the num-

ber of layers in the network compared to the previous solutions. How-

ever, optimization problems start appearing if the network’s capacity is

increased by stacking more and more layers to the network [58]. For ex-

ample, such networks suffer from the vanishing gradient problem, where

the gradient of the network’s weights with respect to the output error

becomes very small the deeper the network is. This particular problem was

solved by normalizing the outputs of each layer, but more difficulties have

surfaced since. Increasing network depth should not increase training

error, as at the very least they can learn an identity function that does

nothing to the input. However, this was observed to be false, as the training

error seems to increase when more layers were added to an already deep

network [58].

The solution to this problem is to use residual building blocks for deep

networks [58]. Residual blocks, visualized in Fig. 3.12, add the identity

of the input to the result of the convolutional layer. This transformation

seems to be easier to optimize, since deep networks constructed from these

blocks are far more stable than networks of similar depth but without the

residual transform.

Fig. 3.13 shows an example architecture with and without residual

blocks. A 25-layer plain and residual networks are shown. The residual

network is built from residual blocks, increasing its performance when
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Figure 3.12. A residual block.

compared with the plain network.

The authors of [58] propose a few sensible default architectures using

these residual blocks. They are named ResNet-, followed by the number

of convolutional layers in the model. Instead of using just five or ten

convolutional layers, these networks have 50, 101, 150 or 201 layers. This

staggering increase in depth has been shown to outperform shallower

models in difficult computer vision problems.

Mask-RCNN uses ResNet as the backbone by default, and it is easy to

modify U-net to support this architecture. Indeed, the best results in nuclei

detection in this thesis were achieved using deep ResNets. The details of

the method are detailed in Sec. 4.1.
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Figure 3.13. 25-layer plain and residual networks visualized. Curved black arrows iden-
tity paths, and boxes with different color the output dimension of the convo-
lutional kernels. Text inside box describe the layer: convolution size, layer
type and output dimension. Slash following a number indicates the stride
(how many pixels the kernels skip when sliding through the image.
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3.4 Recent work

A large amount of research into biomedical image segmentation has been

conducted in recent years. While most groundbreaking advances in seman-

tic segmentation are made in the natural image domain, new architectures

specific to biomedical images have also been developed. However, most

research at the moment seems to rely on applying methods developed for

some other domain to biomedical images. Common property with most

approaches is the use of convolutional neural networks to extract features

from images.

Currently, the most popular deep learning architecture for biomedical

and medical image segmentation is the U-net [59]. Published in 2015, it

uses a separate upsampling path after downsampling the image to reach

the resolution of the input image, with the last layer’s output being a

probability map of pixels belonging to a target object. An important aspect

of the model is its use of skip-connections, a name given to the practice of

concatenating outputs from the downsampling path layers of the network

to upsampling layer’s input feature maps. The importance of using skip-

connections in biomedical image segmentation was studied in [60]. A

thorough examination of U-net is conducted in Sec. 4.1.

Many recent articles have used U-net or developed a variation to seg-

ment biomedical or medical images. A follow-up paper to U-net showed

that the architecture (with small modifications) is capable of volumetric

segmentation by aligning several 2D slices from the volume, stacking them

and using the volume as input to the network, making a forward pass on

the network and outputting 3D voxel segmentations directly [61]. V-net

is another volumetric segmentation network based on U-net that takes

3D volumes as input, uses 3D convolutions in the network and outputs a

volumetric segmentation map [62]. Deep contour-aware network (DCAN)

[63] is a U-net like architecture that uses a CNN to extract features from

biomedical images, followed by two upsampling paths. One of these paths

predicts segmentation masks for the image, while the other predicts con-

tours of objects which can be used in post-processing to separate touching

objects. This allows accurate instance segmentation of structures such as

cells and nuclei.

Other CNN architectures for biomedical image segmentation have been

proposed in addition to U-net. A cell segmentation proposal network was

developed in [64], where two separate CNN are used to first propose bound-
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ing boxes for nuclei in the input image and then segment the areas inside

these regions of interest with another CNN. In [65], nucleus shapes library

was used in addition to employing a CNN for segmentation. After predict-

ing masks, a shape from the the library is matched to the segmentation

and deformed to fit the segmentation bounds accurately. This approach

is robust to merged nuclei, as their shape would not match any shape in

the library. Fully convolutional network for volumetric glial cell segmenta-

tion was used in [66], with k-terminal cut [67] algorithm used to separate

volumetric cells into different instances.

Mask-RCNN [8] is a relatively new architecture, published late 2017. It

extends the Faster-RCNN [68] object detection architecture to instance

segmentation by computing segmentation masks for each object detection.

While it is usually used for macro-scale object detection, such as humans

and cars, it can be employed in the biomedical instance segmentation task

as well. It has been adapted to 2D nucleus detection and segmentation in

[69], and 3D-segmentation of cells using Mask-RCNN expanded to work

on volumetric data was explored in [70]. Furthermore, Mask-RCNN was a

popular choice among the competitors at 2018 Kaggle Data Science Bowl

competition [13] and many top-scoring submissions used the architecture.

Mask-RCNN is thoroughly explained in Sec. 4.2.

Besides image generation and augmentation, adversial learning has

been used to segment biomedical images. The use of adversial learning

in this task has the advantage of not requiring to define a loss function

for the segmentations; rather, the segmentation estimator attempts to

produce segmentations that would fool the discriminator that has access

to the ground truth segmentation masks to believe them to be the true

segmentation. This approach was tested in [71], and a volumetric method

with an U-net style architecture was developed in [72], which could also

synthesize new samples after training. A similar generator/segmentation

architecture for 2D histology images was also recently published in [33].

Applying GANs for biomedical image data generation and segmentation

is a recent phenomenon, as most research has been published in 2018

and often available only as preprints. Their effectiveness with respect

to conventional CNN segmentation networks remains to be seen, but

their potential of increasing training data variance by image generation is

promising. They also do not require a loss function to be defined, which is

advantageous as it is sometimes difficult to create an appropriate loss for

a segmentation task.
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Besides biomedical images, medical image segmentation using deep

learning architectures has recently gained attention. U-net is a popular

choice here as well, and various tissue images captured using MRI have

recently been segmented using the architecture in [73, 74, 75]. Wound

segmentation using U-net style architecture with infection classification

using SVMs and Gaussian Process regression to predict healing time

was tested in [76]. Multiple sclerosis lesions using 3D downsampling-

upsampling architecture with a single skip-connection and a custom loss

function that combats voxel class inbalance was developed in [77].

A large number of research papers have been published within recent

years, and it seems that research in this field is accelerating rapidly. This is

due to the advances in deep learning methods developed in other domains

that are now applied to biomedical imaging. The Kaggle nuclei segmenta-

tion challenge brought a significant amount of mainstream attention to the

domain, which will most likely realize in further advances in biomedical

and medical image segmentation in the future.
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To explore nuclei segmentation with deep learning, two state-of-the-art net-

works were trained and compared in this thesis. U-Net and Mask-RCNN

are recently published frameworks for object detection and segmentation

that should perform well in this task. Their architectures have both simi-

larities and differences, with both sharing the same ResNet backbone to

calculate low resolution image representations but diverging afterwards.

U-Net was developed especially for biomedical image segmentation, and

accordingly the expectation was that it should perform well on nucleus

segmentation. Mask-RCNN, the current state-of-the-art method for object

detection and instance segmentation, has previously been used mainly

to detect and segment real life objects from photographs or video, but its

strong performance on that domain expresses that it is a robust model

that should perform well on biomedical images as well. On the other hand,

U-net is known for its precision with respect to segmentation mask qual-

ity that is often important in a biomedical setting, and it is not clear if

Mask-RCNN can achieve comparable segmentation performance.

With the expectation that U-Net and Mask-RCNN have different strengths

and weaknesses, an ensemble model was developed to combine their predic-

tions. The ensemble model takes both models’ predictions, evaluates them

based on several features, and picks the mask with the highest predicted

overlap with the nucleus. The hypothesis of U-Net and Mask-RCNN pre-

diction differences turned out to be correct, and the ensemble was found to

pick the best segmentation reliably. See Chapter 5 for detailed results.

This chapter introduces U-Net, Mask-RCNN and the ensemble model.

Both U-Net and Mask-RCNN architectures can be modified extensively,

and these modifications are detailed here as well.
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Figure 4.1. U-Net architecture.

4.1 U-Net

U-Net [7] is a U-shaped fully convolutional network that uses

skip-connections to preserve features at different resolutions. The network

architecture is shown in Fig. 4.1: Input image is downsampled to a low

resolution but high dimensional representation by 2D-convolution and

max-pooling layers, and then upsampled back to original size using 2D-

deconvolution operations. The main insight in this architecture is the use

of skip-connections, shown as gray arrows in the figure, that concatenate

outputs of the downsampling path at different resolutions to the upsam-

pling path’s feature maps. The following convolutional layer can then use

this extra contextual information to provide more precise outputs. The

model is fully convolutional, meaning that it outputs a segmentation map

through only convolutional operations. The result is a feature map that

can be used to calculate the pixel-wise probabilities that a pixel belongs

to a target object. This probability map can be transformed into a mask

by thresholding or by some post-processing method, see Sec. 4.4.3. Multi-

ple classes of objects can be detected by increasing the number of output

channels.

The architecture presented in the original paper used 2D-convolutions

with 3x3 kernel size for the downsampling path without any padding, while
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Figure 4.2. Training data and U-Net inputs. Top left: Input image. Top right: Ground
truth segmentation mask. Each nucleus is a separate instance. This can be
used with Mask-RCNN directly. Lower left: U-Net segmentation mask target.
Lower right: U-Net overlapping border target mask.

2x2 kernel size was used in the upsampling path with the deconvolutional

operations. Recall the padding strategies presented in Sec. 3.3.2: Without

any padding, the output resolution of the image after the 2D convolutional

operation is slightly smaller than the input. In the paper, this was solved

by extrapolating the input image into larger size by mirroring the image

edges in a way that the output segmentation map was the same size as

the original image. This approach limits the number of convolutional

layers in the network, as the size of the input image would have to be

made arbitrarily large. Another solution is to use convolutional operations

with "valid" padding, where the input is padded with zeros on all edges to

preserve the resolution, which was the solution used here as can be seen

from Fig. 4.1.

Instance segmentation is difficult with U-Net, as the output is a binary

segmentation mask for the whole input image. Different solutions are

available for this problem, such as weighting border pixels heavily in the

loss function which was the method used in the original paper [7]. Another

approach used by DCAN [63] is to predict the contours of the objects

and use post-processing to separate touching instances. Building on this,

the method used here is to add an output channel that predicts borders

between nearby and overlapping nuclei, which can later be subtracted from
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the segmentation output channel. The targets for the border channel are

obtained by dilating the ground truth segmentation masks and saving the

overlapping pixels into a target mask. In addition to helping segmentation,

the extra channel should also help the model learn important information

about the nucleus shapes. Fig. 4.2 visualizes the targets of the U-Net

network.

The basic model uses a simple downsampling path, which can be replaced

with a deeper network such as ResNet [51]. This allows the model to learn

more complex features as the network depth can be greatly increased

with residual blocks. Another benefit is that pretrained ResNet networks

can be used to initialize the network; for example, pretrained models for

ImageNet [78] and COCO [59] datasets exist. This is especially important

when only a relatively small amount of training data is available, as

is often the case with biomedical images. Additionally, the network’s

learning capacity is greatly increased with a deeper backbone. Consider

the ResNet-34 presented in Fig. 3.13: It is much deeper than the basic U-

net downsampling path, and the results of the last blocks at each different

resolution can be used for skip-connections. The backbone selection is

largely dependent on the problem complexity and available training data.

In this study, the best results were achieved using ResNet101 initialized

with weights from a pretrained ImageNet network.

The upsampling path can be modified as well. Modifications of Feature

Pyramid Networks (FPN) [79] can be used to replace the upsampling path

to increase the network capacity. In this scenario, the basic upsampling

path and skip-connections would be still in place, but the upsampled

feature maps at different resolutions would be downsampled again to a

common low-resolution representation. This can be done by downsampling

the largest feature map, summing it with a lower-resolution feature map

from the previous upsampling step and convolving this representation,

repeating until reaching the resolution of the downsampling network’s

output feature map. This low-resolution representation is then deconvolved

back to the output resolution, instead of using the original upsampling

network’s output as the segmentation map. The network complexity is

increased when using FPN upsampling, but using FPNs might improve

U-net’s accuracy in difficult segmentation problems. In this study, using

FPNs yielded comparable results to basic upsampling paths.

U-net has been successfully used for many different applications in

biomedical and medical imaging, including gland segmentation from histol-
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Figure 4.3. R-CNN architecture [81]. First module (2) extracts thousands of region pro-
posals for the input, second module (4) computes features for each region
proposal and the third module (5) classifies each proposal into distinct classes
using SVMs.

ogy images [80], retina blood vessels and skin cancer lesion segmentation

from medical images [75], and tumor detection [74]. Volumetric segmenta-

tion with U-net style architectures to create 3D-segmentation masks have

been explored in [62, 61].

4.2 Mask-RCNN

Mask-RCNN [8] is designed to directly address the instance segmentation

problem. The network architecture is complex compared to U-Net, but it

has gained widespread use in the deep learning community. To understand

Mask-RCNN, a short view into its predecessors is required.

4.2.1 R-CNN

R-CNN was the first major success of deep learning based methods in the

object detection field and it significantly (20 percentage points in terms

of mean average precision) improved object detection performance on the

VOC 2012 dataset [81]. It consists of three modules, each of which has a

specific task in the system. The first module uses the selective search [82]

region proposal algorithm to propose thousands of RoIs in the image that

will be classified by the system. The second is a CNN that calculates a

4096-dimensional feature vector for all regions of interest, using the same

CNN that originally started the deep learning renaissance [48]. Finally, a

support vector machine predicts scores of each different class for the region

based on the features calculated by the CNN. Non-max suppression is then

used to select the highest scoring region proposal of overlapping regions.

The result is classified bounding boxes for objects of interest in the image.

Fig. 4.3 visualizes the R-CNN pipeline.

Non-max suppression is a method to reduce the number of overlapping

objects, such as bounding boxes. Overlapping percentage (intersection

over union, see Eq. 4.1) is calculated for each object pair, and they are
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Figure 4.4. Fast R-CNN architecture. Feature map for the image is calculated, and for
each RoI, the area corresponding to the region is found and transformed into
a feature vector by the RoI pooling layer.

considered overlapping if the percentage surpasses some threshold, usually

50%. If overlap is detected, the object with higher predicted score is picked

and the other discarded. This reduces the number of detected objects

significantly.

While at the time it produced state of the art results for object detec-

tion from images, its computational cost was prohibitive for use in most

scenarios. First, each of the modules in the system need to be trained

separately, all of which require fine-tuning to generate acceptable results.

Second, each of the thousands of region proposals has to be resized and

passed through the CNN to generate features for the SVM to score which

is computationally extremely intensive. This makes detection for even

a single image time consuming, and the obvious next step was to try to

reduce the amount of computation required.

4.2.2 Fast R-CNN

Fast R-CNN [50] iterated upon R-CNN by unifying the feature extraction

CNN and SVM classifier into a single network and calculating the features

for all region proposals at once. Instead of calculating a forward pass on

the CNN to get features for each proposal separately, the insight was to

feed the complete image through the CNN once and use the feature map of

the last convolutional layer as the region proposal features.

A region of interest (RoI) pooling layer was used to convert the convolu-

tional feature map into small, fixed size feature maps of spatial resolution

W ×H for each RoI where W and H are hyperparameters of the network.

The RoI pooling layer looks at each region of interest, finds the correspond-

ing area of spatial size w × h in the feature map and divides the area
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Figure 4.5. Region proposal network. A sliding window shown in red slides across the
image, and k anchor boxes are used for each location. Feature vector from
this area is extracted, and used to score the region proposal and to adjust the
bounding box coordinates.

into sub-windows of size h/H × w/W , and then uses the max-pooling to

output the small feature map of size H ×W . Fully connected layers are

then applied to get a feature vector for each region of interest. Finally, the

feature vector is used as input to two different output heads, a softmax

regressor for class probabilities and a bounding box regressor to refine the

proposed bounding box positions. The architecture is shown in Fig. 4.4.

This architecture resulted in significant speedup compared to R-CNN, as

only a single forward pass was required to detect objects. In addition to this,

training was streamlined as the SVM was removed from the prediction

pipeline. Still, selective search had to be used to get region proposals for

the input image, increasing the complexity of the architecture.

4.2.3 Faster R-CNN

The next iteration of the object detection networks was Faster R-CNN

[68] that solved the RoI detection problem by incorporating it to the CNN,

resulting in a unified object detection system. This subnetwork, a Region

Proposal Network (RPN), proposes regions of interest by sliding a window

across the convolutional feature maps, and at each position outputs k

potential bounding boxes and predicted scores for these boxes. These

k boxes are deformed from pre-defined anchor boxes that have different

scales and aspect ratios corresponding to common objects and shapes. For
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example, a walking human might fit well into a large box with longer height

and smaller width. The RPN calculates 4k values, the x, y coordinates for

the box centroid and w, h for box width and height, parameterized relative

to the anchor box. See Fig. 4.5 for a RPN network schematic. Non-

maximum suppression and score thresholding is then used to reduce the

number of potential bounding boxes.

The complete Faster R-CNN architecture is similar to Fast R-CNN, but

includes the region proposal network as an intermediate step. Feature

maps are calculated from the input image, which are fed to the region pro-

posal network. Region of interest pooling is then applied on the resulting

bounding boxes for regions of interest, and the rest of the network is simi-

lar to the Fast R-CNN. As all of the different pieces for object detection are

now contained within a unified network, the training effort is streamlined

and detecting objects from images can be done using a single forward pass

of the network. Faster R-CNN achieves high quality detection performance

on both object detection and region of interest proposals.

4.2.4 Mask-RCNN

Finally, Mask-RCNN [8] extends Faster R-CNN for pixel-level segmenta-

tion of detected objects. This is done by adding a branch after RoI pooling

that deconvolves the 7 × 7 × D feature map for the region of interest,

convolves it several times and outputs a probability map the same size

as the region of interest, which can be thresholded at 0.5 to produce a

segmentation mask.

Additionally, the authors noticed that the RoI pooling layer’s windowing

scheme of dividing the region of interest into sub-windows was not precise

enough to create accurate segmentation masks. Recall the RoI pooling

windowing: The region is divided into windows of shape h/H × w/W ,

rounding the result. This rounding is the source of the inaccuracy, and

RoIAlign layer is used instead that uses bilinear interpolation to get exact

feature values corresponding to the region of interest. See the original

article for more in-depth explanation on ROIAlign [8].

This approach produced state of the art results in the instance segmenta-

tion task. Mask-RCNN’s power compared to U-net is that it is intrinsically

an instance segmentation architecture as it segments only areas inside

the predicted bounding boxes, and does not require extra steps to separate

instances as U-net does. However, the mask quality suffers due to the low

spatial resolution representation of the RoI mask when compared to U-net
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that is designed for accurate segmentation. As such, Mask-RCNN can be

expected to produce highly accurate bounding boxes for objects but lower

quality masks, while U-net can produce accurate segmentation masks but

might not detect all objects separately in the scene. In biomedical imaging,

high-quality masks are often desired, but detection of all objects in the

image is important as well. This trade-off is visible in the results, where

U-net outperformed Mask-RCNN in mask quality but had worse precision

and recall.

4.3 Ensemble model

As U-Net and Mask-RCNN frameworks have opposing strengths and draw-

backs, an ensemble approach was developed to combine the predictions of

both models. A gradient boosting model, similar to one of the top scoring

solutions from the Kaggle competition [83], was trained from out of fold

predictions of the training data, where structural properties of the predic-

tion mask were used as features and intersection over union (IoU) with

ground truth as target (see Eq. 4.1 for formal definition of IoU). At infer-

ence time, IoU predictions for both U-net and Mask-RCNN post-processed

segmentation outputs were calculated, and overlapping segmentations

were decided by picking the mask with the highest predicted IoU. This way,

whichever model was predicted to produce the better mask for a nucleus

was chosen to be included in the final mask. Additional benefit is that if

one model misses a detection, the other may have detected it and it can

be added to the final mask. Fig. 4.6 shows the described inference-time

pipeline.

As both models were trained using 4-fold cross validation (see Sec. 4.4.2),

each test fold could be predicted by the model that was trained without

that fold. The result is predicted segmentations for all training set images,

all of which have a corresponding ground truth segmentation mask. The

gradient boosting model was trained using these predictions by calculating

features for each nucleus mask and using its overlap with the ground

truth mask as target. Multiple models were trained with varying boosting

tree hyperparameters, i.e. learning rate, number of leaves and feature

fraction, and their predictions were averaged. A boosting tree model was

chosen due to their in general good performance, low computational power

requirements and fast inference.

The features used by the ensemble model included structural properties
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Figure 4.6. Ensemble model inference pipeline. For each predicted mask, a set of features
based on its structural properties are calculated and fed to the ensemble
model. The model outputs predicted IoU with ground truth mask, which is
used to threshold and do non-max suppression with other overlapping masks.

such as eccentricity, perimeter, convex area, solidity etc. calculated with

scikit-image’s [84] regionprops function. Adding properties from the input

image to the model features was tested by cropping the input image at

the location of the predicted mask and calculating properties such as

mean intensities and contrast histograms. Additionally, features were

extracted from Mask-RCNN segmentation branch and their dimensionality

reduced using PCA to 90% explained variance ratio, into a feature vector

of dimensionality ∼60. However, neither of these approaches increased

the ensemble model’s performance, and in fact reduced it. This approach

was abandoned, but further research should be conducted to find out how

to take advantage of image-level features in this kind of ensemble. One

option would be to extract more complex features, such as those described

in [85], from the image cropped at detected nucleus location.

At test time, nucleus mask predictions from both U-Net and Mask-RCNN

models were used as input to the ensemble model, resulting in IoU with

ground truth estimates for both models’ predictions. Non-max suppression

and thresholding at IoU of 0.3 were then used to construct the final output

segmentation masks.

This method was observed to outperform both U-Net and Mask-RCNN,

as it was able to combine both models’ strengths in different situations.

More in-depth analysis of performance is done in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.7. Image modalities. From left: Fluorescence, brightfield and three different
histology images.

4.4 Experiments

4.4.1 Data

The goal was to get a well generalized model that could be used with a wide

variety of different nucleus images. To this end, training data was gathered

from a variety of sources [13, 22, 25, 86, 87, 23] that included different

types of staining and microscopy techniques. The resulting dataset con-

tained fluorescence, histology and brightfield images of a varying quality:

Some images were out of focus, had low signal to noise ratio and contained

background structures, which all add additional difficulty for prediction.

Different image modalities are displayed in Fig. 4.7.

Augmentations were used to increase the training data variance. Aug-

mentations such as shearing, CLAHE, elastic deformations and added

noise were found not to work well in this task, leading to the use of only

simple augmentations of random flips, rotations, crops, shifts and scal-

ing. Additionally, image contrast transfer [88] was used with histology

images. During inference, the test images were augmented using flips,

cropping, scaling and mirroring. After the model predicted masks for all

different augmentations, the predictions were averaged as to introduce

better generalization ability to the model.

4.4.2 Training

4-fold cross-validation was used to train four models. Cross-validation is

a scheme were the data is split into k equal sized folds, and the model is

trained k times using k − 1 folds as training data and the one remaining

fold as test data. The test data fold is different each time, allowing the

model to learn slightly different representations. The trained models were

all used during inference, where their predictions were averaged.

Before splitting the folds, the images were clustered into distinct classes

(fluorescence, histology, brightfield) using contrast histograms to achieve
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folds where each image type was equally represented. This assures that

each fold has all image modalities available to train on.

Various networks in the downsampling path for both models were tested,

but the best results were achieved with the ResNet101 backbone. Results

for other variants are also reported in Sec. 5.1.3.

4.4.3 Post-processing

Very small masks (under 10 pixels in area) were removed from predictions

and morphological operations were used to fill holes in segmentation masks.

To improve U-Net’s predictions, a watershed based post-processing method

was used to get final segmentation masks for nucleus instances. This

was done by restricting the watershed to the areas inside the predicted

segmentation masks, using the prediction masks with borders subtracted

as markers to the algorithm and finally feeding the output probability

map from U-net to the algorithm. Adding the watershed post-processing

improved U-Net’s detection results by a significant margin, in some cases

increasing the mean average precision by more than 0.1.

As Mask-RCNN segmentation masks may overlap, instances where this

happened were resolved by splitting the common region using the distance

from each instance. For each pixel in the overlapping area, distances to

the centroids of the associated segmented nucleus were calculated, and the

pixel assigned to the nearest nucleus. This approach had better performace

than simply assigning all overlapping pixels to the nucleus with higher

detection score.

4.4.4 Evaluation

The metric used in the Kaggle competition [13] was mean average precision

(mAP) at different thresholds of the IoU between the ground truth and

predicted segmentation. The thresholds where the precision was calculated

were in range [0.5:0.05:0.95], which penalizes errors of only few pixels

harshly at the upper end of the range. Intersection over union is calculated

with formula

IoU(A,B) =
A ∩B

A ∪B
(4.1)

where A is the ground truth mask pixels and B the predicted mask pixels.

The intersection A ∩ B corresponds to their common area, while union

A ∪B is the area that is made when their pixels are combined.
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(a) Undersegmentation example.

(b) Oversegmentation example.

Figure 4.8. Over- and undersegmentation visualized from actual predictions. Images on
left are predictions by a model, while images on right are the ground truth
masks. Oversegmentation occurs when model segments single nucleus into
multiple masks, and undersegmentation when the reverse occurs.

A mask is counted as a true positive if its IoU with the target ground

truth mask is above the threshold, a false positive if the predicted mask

has no corresponding ground truth object at that IoU and a false negative

if a ground truth object is not associated with a predicted mask with high

enough IoU. For each different threshold in the range given above, true

positives, false positives and false negatives were calculated and the final

mAP score is

1

|thresholds|
∑
t

TP (t)

TP (t) + FP (t) + FN(t)
(4.2)

Dice coefficients for the segmentations were also computed. Similar

to IoU, this (semi)metric evaluates the segmentation mask quality by

calculating how much overlap there is between ground truth masks and
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predictions. It’s defined as

2|X ∩ Y |
|X|+ |Y |

(4.3)

where the denominator is the summed counts of pixels in prediction and

ground truth mask. X and Y represent the ground truth and prediction

mask pixels, respectively.

Both of these metrics assess the mask quality. However, object detection

must also be considered as a separate metric to acquire detailed infor-

mation of the model performance. To this end, precision and recall were

calculated at IoU of 0.7 along with the number of over- and undersegmen-

tation errors the models made. Undersegmentation occurs when multiple

nuclei are detected as one unified nucleus, and oversegmentation when

a single nucleus is segmented into multiple smaller nuclei: see Fig. 4.8

for an example. These are important metrics, as they describe the model’s

performance in difficult situations where nuclei are clumped or of varying

intensities. Results from all three models are also compared between differ-

ent image classes in the test dataset (fluorescence, histology) to understand

which model should be used in different situations.
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5. Results

Experiment results are detailed in this chapter. The ensemble model had

the best overall performance when used in conjunction with the most perfor-

mant U-net and Mask-RCNN models. Table 5.1 shows overall performance

for the different models. Precision, recall and under- and oversegmenta-

tion were calculated at IoU threshold of 0.7 that requires accurate masks

while not penalizing errors of only a few pixels. The models shown in the

table used the augmentations and post-processing methods detailed in Sec.

4.4, and both U-net and Mask-RCNN used the ResNet101 backbone with

pretrained ImageNet weights. The ensemble picked Mask-RCNN’s mask

59% of the time, and 41% time U-net’s, indicating a slight preference for

Mask-RCNN which is expected due to its better precision, i.e. U-net failed

to detect some nuclei and Mask-RCNN’s prediction was used instead. Fig.

5.1 shows a few predictions by the ensemble model, displaying its good

performance on even difficult test set images.

5.1 Overall performance

Mask-RCNN’s and U-Net’s differences are highlighted by these results.

The mAP of U-Net and Mask-RCNN is quite similar, but the large differ-

ences in other metrics reveal their strengths and shortcomings. U-Net’s

good performance on the dice score indicates that it is able to create accu-

rate segmentation masks, although with the cost of increased number of

detection errors. Mask-RCNN had worse dice score, but better recall and

precision, meaning that it can detect nuclei more accurately but struggles

to predict a good segmentation mask. Another interesting observation

is the number of under- and oversegmentations, where Mask-RCNN had

much better performance compared to U-Net. It seems that Mask-RCNN

can better detect individual nuclei from a cluster while U-Net has a ten-
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Table 5.1. Performance overview for the models at IoU of 0.7. Oversegmentation and
undersegmentation marked with oseg and useg.

Overall mAP Dice Precision Recall oseg useg

U-Net 0.515 0.660 0.680 0.577 52 383
MRCNN 0.519 0.617 0.812 0.596 14 164
Ensemble 0.523 0.659 0.725 0.607 27 328

Fluorescence mAP Dice Precision Recall oseg useg

U-Net 0.564 0.708 0.733 0.643 38 301
MRCNN 0.569 0.684 0.841 0.663 13 132
Ensemble 0.570 0.703 0.767 0.664 23 266

Histology mAP Dice Precision Recall oseg useg

U-Net 0.298 0.285 0.502 0.385 14 82
MRCNN 0.300 0.236 0.698 0.405 1 32
Ensemble 0.316 0.289 0.586 0.442 4 62

dency to clump them into one big nucleus. This is a problem that stems

from U-Net’s border segmentation output channel, as a very accurate bor-

der segmentation with just a few erroneous pixels could result in merged

masks. The chosen IoU threshold of 0.7 for precision and recall calculation

affects U-Net’s associated metrics adversely, as its performance was worst

in that range as can be seen from Fig. 5.2.

The ensemble model had the best mAP and recall in all situations. Fig.

5.2 plots the average precision at different IoU thresholds, which shows

that the ensemble model follows closely the upper bound of both models’

results. U-Net had trouble at the mid-range IoU thresholds, which also

shows in the slight decrease in the ensemble model’s performance. How-

ever, U-net fared better at the lower and higher IoU thresholds where

Mask-RCNN produced worse results. The ensemble model did well at

picking the best predictions, which shows in the overall good performance

across all thresholds.

Both U-Net and Mask-RCNN had worse recall than the ensemble model,

but Mask-RCNN outperformed the ensemble and U-net on the precision

metric. This is explained by U-Net producing more false positives than

Mask-RCNN, some of which leak into the ensemble prediction. This could

be prevented by improving the ensemble model’s IoU predictions, perhaps

with better features. The increase in recall can be attributed to the ensem-

ble model’s ability to pick masks from both models’ predictions, leading to

increased amount of true positives.

The largest difference between the basic models and the ensemble model

is visible when predicting histology images. Both models struggled with
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Figure 5.1. Predictions by the ensemble model on test set images. Green pixels are true
positives, red pixels false positives and blue false negatives.

this image modality, but again made different errors. This explains why

the difference in performance between the basic models and ensemble is

large, since good performance can be achieved by picking the best predic-

tions from both models. Additionally, if both models have high-quality

predictions, there is less room for improvement by using the ensemble as

is the case here with the fluorescence images. Ensembling the predictions

then increases the model generalization, a desirable property that allows

detection and segmentation of images captured using different technologies

and stain types.

Fig. 5.3 shows a difficult input image case, where the ensemble model has

combined the two models’ prediction resulting in increased segmentation

accuracy. The image shown is difficult to segment due to some of the nuclei

being out-of-focus, having varying intensities and unclear boundaries. Both
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Figure 5.2. AP curve, visualizing the average precision at different IoU thresholds for the
models tested.

Mask-RCNN and U-net had difficulty in detecting all nuclei and creating

good boundaries between them. The ensemble prediction comprises ap-

proximately half of U-net’s predictions and half of Mask-RCNN’s, resulting

in significantly increased segmentation performance with highly refined

masks. While the ensemble segmentation is not perfect, it is clearly of a

higher quality than that of either of the basic models’ predictions alone.

5.1.1 Detailed analysis

To better understand each of the models’ strengths, sensitivity analysis was

conducted by evaluating the predictions of nuclei with different structural

properties. Fig. 5.4 visualizes the models’ recall in various situations and

shows that the ensemble model is at par or significantly better than U-Net

and Mask-RCNN in almost every situation. Recall is reported, since a

prediction for individual ground truth nucleus can only be classified as a

true positive or a false negative depending on if it matches a ground truth

nucleus.

Both models had trouble when nucleus area was large, especially in the

group containing all of the largest nuclei. U-Net had better performance

here, as Mask-RCNN tended to oversegment the single large nucleus.

However, Mask-RCNN made better predictions with small and medium-

sized nuclei. When looking at the nucleus size, the ensemble model seems
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Figure 5.3. Combining the models’ predictions on a challenging image. First image is the
input to the networks, second and third Mask-RCNN and U-Net predictions
respectively. Green pixels overlap with GT, blue pixels are GT with no match-
ing prediction and red pixels a prediction without overlapping GT. Last image
shows the ensembled prediction, where U-Net’s predictions are marked with
blue and Mask-RCNN’s with red. mAP increased from 0.28 to 0.32.

Figure 5.4. Recall at IoU of 0.7 in different scenarios for the different models. Eccentricity,
area and cluster size are compared. Each group’s boundaries have been set so
as to contain the same number of nuclei.

to have the greatest advantage when both U-Net and Mask-RCNN made

poor predictions, as expected. All models lose performance when the

nucleus area increases, which in part might be due to most of the nuclei

in the training set being small in area. However, an important thing to

consider is the size of the kernels used: 3 × 3 pixel kernels may have

difficulty resolving larger structures in the image. With Mask-RCNN, the

anchor box sizes play a large part as well, as if they are too small to fit

around a nucleus, they might be falsely rejected.

The models also had differences when the eccentricity of the nuclei varied.

Eccentricity measures the object roundness in a range from zero to one,

where a value of zero is a perfect circle. Again, all models lost performance

the less round the nuclei were. Mask-RCNN had better recall than U-Net,

except when the nuclei were very eccentric as bounding boxes do not seem

to be a good representation for the nuclei in these situations. Again, the

ensemble model had good performance with all eccentricities compared

to the basic models, especially in the cases where the other models had

difficulties.

An important aspect in nuclei segmentation is to look at the segmentation
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performance when the nuclei are grouped or in close proximity of each

other. To find grouped nuclei, the ground truth segmentation mask was

dilated and connected components counted. The results show that a lone

nucleus is easy to segment, but in the case of multiple clumped nuclei,

the network has to learn how to separate the different instances. This

is easily seen in Fig. 5.4: Prediction quality suffers immediately when

the nuclei are clumped together. U-Net fared better when predicting

lone nuclei, but Mask-RCNN had slightly better performance on grouped

nuclei. U-Net’s poor performance here stems from the output channel

where smallest errors can result in merged masks. The ensemble model

had strong performance on all nucleus cluster sizes, indicating that it can

accurately pick the best masks from both models’ output even when the

nuclei are closely grouped together.

5.1.2 Image modality performance

As the test dataset comprised of multiple different image classes, it is

appropriate to compare the model’s performance between the modalities.

Table 5.1 shows, in addition to overall results, the model performance on

histology and fluorescence images. The test set images were clustered

based on their contrast histograms into four distinct classes. Fig. 5.5a

shows example images from each cluster: first and last clusters are flu-

orescence images with different nucleus densities, and second and third

clusters are histology images with different staining methodology. Overall,

as can be seen from the results table, fluorescence images were significantly

easier to segment for both U-net and Mask-RCNN, with mAP performance

almost double of that of histology images.

In Fig. 5.5b, histogram densities for each model and test set image

modality are plotted. U-net had especially good performance with images

in cluster zero, fluorescence images with low nucleus density. Most chal-

lenging cluster for both U-net and Mask-RCNN was cluster two, histology

images which were visually distinct from any other image type which is

most likely the reason why the segmentation predictions were erroneous.

The overall better segmentation accuracy of U-net is visible from the graph

as the differences between the different image classes are lower than Mask-

RCNN’s. It is interesting to see that Mask-RCNN actually had the best

segmentation performance when predicting masks for images in cluster

one, as U-net had difficulties with this modality. The most difficult image

type for both models was cluster three that contained fluorescence images
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(a) Example images of test clusters.

(b) Histogram densities of IoUs for different clusters for each model.

Figure 5.5. Testing set image clusters and IoU performance.

with high nucleus density, which arguably may be difficult for manual

segmentation as well. However, when U-net detected the nucleus, it could

segment it better than Mask-RCNN.

The ensemble model equalizes these differences, and while a small per-

formance drop is observed with each model’s best cluster, the overall perfor-
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Table 5.2. Additional model results.

U-net HC augmentations mAP Dice Precision Recall oseg useg

U-net 0.488 0.670 0.633 0.577 79 206
U-net & FPN 0.483 0.659 0.625 0.562 80 193
Pretrained Resnet50 0.496 0.666 0.621 0.559 112 161
Pretrained Resnet50 & FPN 0.494 0.658 0.621 0.548 101 172
Pretrained Resnet101 0.458 0.667 0.601 0.563 191 163
Pretrained Resnet152 0.481 0.674 0.647 0.582 129 173
Resnet152 0.443 0.615 0.610 0.518 131 263
Resnet101 0.432 0.684 0.617 0.601 154 281
Resnet50 0.451 0.655 0.605 0.551 158 202

U-net gentle augmentations mAP Dice Precision Recall oseg useg

Basic 0.485 0.616 0.635 0.526 45 464
Basic & FPN 0.481 0.596 0.628 0.504 37 489
Resnet50 0.512 0.668 0.664 0.574 60 345
Resnet101 0.463 0.617 0.654 0.539 46 562
Pretrained Resnet50 0.501 0.727 0.653 0.547 43 363
Pretrained Resnet100 0.515 0.660 0.680 0.577 52 383

Mask-RCNN mAP Dice Precision Recall oseg useg

Resnet50 0.517 0.618 0.787 0.581 13 178
Resnet50 & HC aug 0.516 0.594 0.817 0.575 10 215
Resnet100 0.519 0.617 0.812 0.596 14 164
Resnet100 & HC aug 0.513 0.577 0.820 0.561 13 209

mance is better. Ensemble model’s weakness seems to be with cluster three,

as it often disregarded U-net’s predictions and picked Mask-RCNN instead

that had the worst detection performance with that class. However, this

visualization proves the ensemble model’s generalization ability and that

it can reliably predict the IoU for both model’s segmentation predictions.

5.1.3 Other models

To produce the best possible results, a variety of U-net and Mask-RCNN

variants were tested with different augmentation strategies, with results

shown in Table 5.2. The original downsampling path for U-net from [7]

produced good results, but different ResNets with pretrained weights had

a slight edge. In addition, feature pyramid networks for U-net upsampling

were tested, and more advanced augmentations (marked with HC in the

table) for models that fared well on gentler augmentations. Due to the

significant computing power required to train four folds for all models, only

a subset of the models were trained with augmentations after selecting

the best-performing ones from a no-augmentation training run.

While many models had similar performance as the best models shown if

Table 5.1, any performance increases achieved with different models were

small and difficult to find. The basic U-net model fared surprisingly well

with its simple downsampling path, beating non-pretrained models with
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both gentle and advanced augmentations. Using feature pyramid networks

with U-net did not improve the results, which might be accounted by the

limited amount of training data since they should increase the learning

capacity of the models. With U-net, pretraining generally increased perfor-

mance, which is expected due to the small dataset. For Mask-RCNN, only

pretrained models were tested due to its large size. However, U-net with

Resnet50 backbone trained with gentle augmentations without did outper-

form its pretrained counterpart, almost achieving the same performance

as the top-performing U-net model. The disparity between Resnet50 and

Resnet101 pretrained and non-pretrained variants’ performance can be

explained by considering that Resnet101 has twice the depth, leading the

model to overfit the training dataset.

Interestingly, the non-pretrained ResNet50 U-net model had significantly

better dice score than any other model tested, but worse precision and

recall. This model that is good at segmentation, but cannot detect nuclei

well. Perhaps pretraining gives models some bias that makes them favor

accurate detections over segmentation, which is corrected when they are

trained from scratch. This phenomenon was only observed with Resnet50,

and as such drawing any significant conclusion is difficult.

Mask-RCNN had similar results as U-net, although the differences be-

tween Resnet50 and Resnet101 are small. Advanced augmentations re-

duced the segmentation performance with both backbones, although they

did have better precision. It seems that the augmentation strategy presents

a trade-off between detection and segmentation accuracy. Most likely train-

ing the networks with heavily augmented images make them very good

at detecting nuclei even in difficult situations, but on the flipside cannot

segment these detections well. This failure to accurately segment the

nuclei may stem from the fact that the heavier augmentations may pro-

duce difficult to detect borders and models optimized for such difficult to

segment nuclei do not perform as well with simpler images. It would be

interesting to test if a network trained with advanced augmentations could

be fine-tuned with data augmented with simple augmentations to produce

a superior model, but this is left as a future work.
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6. Conclusion

Despite achieving quite similar overall performance on the nuclei segmen-

tation task, the U-Net and Mask-RCNN models made different errors

and combining their predictive power using the ensemble model proved to

produce better results than either alone. The results indicate that using

ensemble model in a nuclei segmentation task improves results signifi-

cantly, which leads to the question if using it would be beneficial in other

instance segmentation tasks as well. Similar instance segmentation tasks

in biomedical or medical imaging might see improved performance if an en-

semble model would be trained on top of current state of the art solutions,

but future work is needed to find if this hypothesis is correct. This might

be especially interesting to try with 3D-segmentation methods, as a same

type of ensemble model could be incorporated to work in three dimensional

space.

These results indicate that both U-net and Mask-RCNN are possibilities

in biomedical image segmentation. This is not surprising, given that U-net

was specifically developed for the biomedical image segmentation task and

Mask-RCNN has been proven to have good performance on natural image

domain. Not much research on Mask-RCNN use in the biomedical domain

has been published, but this is likely to change after its success in the

Kaggle 2018 Data Science Bowl competition. The decision which one to

use boils down to the decision on if accurate segmentation masks are more

important than detection accuracy. If resources are available for both, the

ensemble model should provide the best results.

6.1 Model performance

Results presented in Chapter 5 show that U-net and Mask-RCNN pre-

diction errors were distinct. U-net could predict accurate segmentation
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masks but missed some objects, and Mask-RCNN detected objects with

high accuracy but lacked in segmentation quality. Interestingly, U-net had

good performance even when using the simple downsampling path, which

is surprising considering that the problem at hand is difficult and using

residual networks increases the model’s capacity significantly. On the other

hand, pretrained ResNet101 did have a slightly increased performance

compared to the basic U-net.

The ensemble model had the edge over both U-net and Mask-RCNN

in almost every situation. Ensemble model’s dice coefficient was very

similar to U-net’s, with observed drops of only 0.05-0.01 indicating that the

ensemble can reliably assess the mask quality. However, it did have worse

precision than Mask-RCNN, meaning that it could not detect if a mask was

erroneous or not accurately. This can be considered somewhat expected, as

it might be difficult to tell if a mask belongs to some ground truth nucleus

based only on morphological features of the mask. Incorporating image

features to the ensemble model would theoretically help with this problem,

further increasing the model’s predictive power.

Different strategies for separating U-net segmentations are available,

and here the edge between touching nuclei was used as a target channel.

DCAN-architecture uses contours of the objects instead, which might

yield better detection accuracy on clustered nuclei but on the other hand

may also reduce the segmentation quality near the edges. Additionally,

restricting the border target channel to only detect borders if the nuclei

overlap should make the network more specialized in detecting clustered

nuclei. Different strategies to solve this problem were not tested in this

thesis due to the amount of resources required for training such a large

number of models, and the choice of the best separation method remains

unknown.

Post-processing played a large part with U-net’s results. Using the

watershed-based post-processing method to separate touching nuclei in-

creased the model performance significantly, communicating that the cho-

sen method to make U-net an instance segmentation network could be

improved. Such advanced post-processing measures were not necessary

with Mask-RCNN, as it is inherently an instance segmentation frame-

work, although overlapping segmentations were resolved using a simple

heuristic. Naturally, the extra post-processing step for U-net somewhat in-

creases the pipeline complexity, and an unified end-to-end approach would

be preferable. One of U-net’s strengths is its structural simplicity which
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might suffer if such end-to-end approach was developed, similarly to how

Mask-RCNN framework became iteratively more complex starting with

R-CNN. On one hand, complex model architectures are usually difficult

and unstable to train, but on the other hand an end-to-end approach does

not involve an elaborate prediction pipeline.

Mask-RCNN architecture required significant hyperparameter tweaking

before it was able to match U-net’s detection performance. Additionally,

training time was significantly longer. These factors are due to the complex

structure of Mask-RCNN, and while it can produce quality segmentations

and can add to the overall performance by the use of ensemble, training it

to produce quality segmentations in a biomedical context is an arduous and

time-consuming process. However, after a quality model has been trained,

its power to detect nuclei that U-net is likely miss can be extremely useful.

Surprisingly, simple augmentations had a performance advantage over

heavier augmentations, although they did increase Mask-RCNN’s detection

accuracy. A conclusion drawn from this result is that nuclei that deformed

or changed too much from the ground truth make them difficult to segment

but increase detection accuracy. Regarding style transfers discussed in Sec.

3.1.3, most likely this would increase performance with histology images

or be beneficial when images with different capture methods or staining

outside training dataset modalities need to be segmented. However, this

requires additional models to be trained, optimized and debugged, without

even considering the effort to create training data for this specific task. An

unified model that can reliably segment all image types must be the main

goal in the nucleus segmentation task if any widespread adoption by the

research community is expected.

6.2 Outlook

A huge large number research papers have been published in the last

years about biomedical image segmentation. As new methods in different

domains are published, within a year or two literature on applying them on

biomedical images begins to appear. Additionally, networks such as U-net

have been developed to address the biomedical domain directly. Challenges

remain to produce results exceeding manual segmentation quality, but

recent advances in segmentation algorithms have brought this goal within

reach.

Dataset availability is still an issue. While a significant number of
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datasets currently exist, they do not conform to any standard with respect

to image and mask formats which makes preprocessing difficult and time-

consuming. Most datasets contain from few to hundreds of images, and are

scattered across the internet with download links that will expire or have

already expired when the group hosting the server forgets its existence

or considers it no longer relevant. To combat these issues, an unified

standard for data and a centralized location on the internet is required.

Some progress has been made in recent years, such as the establishment of

Broad Bioimage Benchmark Collection [89], but no standard formats are

enforced and many datasets never end up in the collection. A concentrated

effort to produce a quality dataset was made in the Kaggle 2018 Data

Science Bowl [13], which is currently the largest and highest quality single

dataset available for nucleus segmentation. Unfortunately, a large subset

of the dataset was never published and remains as a hidden benchmark

test set in the competition.

Generative models for data creation present a lucrative avenue to ar-

tificially increase the dataset size. Generative models can also be used

directly in the segmentation task, with some promising results available

already. However, the field of generative deep learning models is still in

its infancy, and generative adversial networks are notoriously difficult to

train [90]. Nevertheless, the field holds much promise for advanced data

augmentation, generation and even segmentation and it will be interesting

to see associated methods applied to biomedical images.

To make widespread adaptation of unified nuclei segmentation architec-

tures possible, such general models should be integrated into easy-to-use

software, preferably into one already in existence. CellProfiler is a good

candidate for such endeavours due to its support of neural network plugins,

widespread adoption among the research community and open-sourced

code. It seems likely that some of the top-performing models in the Kaggle

competition will end up as plugins to CellProfiler, an ideal outcome from

such competition as it allows for simple adoption of state-of-the-art archi-

tectures for researchers. This will also allow for head-to-head comparisons

between the pipeline constructed in this thesis and the current state-of-

the-art. It is safe to say that the future of automated biomedical image

segmentation looks very promising.
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